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ABSTRACT
The need to support a software architect’s day-to-day ac-
tivities through efficient tool support has been highlighted
both in research and industry. However, managing enter-
prises’ Architectural Knowledge (AK) to support scenarios
such as decision making, what-if analysis, and collaboration
during the execution of large industrial projects is still a
challenge. In this paper, we propose the architecture of an
AK management framework to support software architects
to manage AK. The components of this framework includ-
ing SyncPipes and rule engine allow software architects to
consolidate projects’ data from disparate sources and to de-
fine domain-specific rules to address the challenges in incon-
sistency analysis, context-sensitive recommendations, and
tracking of artifacts within projects. The technical details
for realizing the components of the framework are also pre-
sented. The proposed AK management framework has been
successfully implemented as part of an industrial project and
is currently being evaluated in different domains.

CCS Concepts
•Software and its engineering→ Designing software;
Software implementation planning;

Keywords
Architectural knowledge management; meta-models; domain-
specific language; tool support
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During the past few years, several approaches, frame-
works, and meta-models to capture and manage Architec-
tural Knowledge (AK) have been proposed and applied in
research as well as in industries [5]. This trend is mainly due
to the fact that AK is becoming more and more an organi-
zational asset [12]. Harnessing this asset enables knowledge
reuse, supports decision making, and avoids knowledge evap-
oration within an organization. The aim of AK Management
(AKM) is to codify the tacit knowledge residing in the minds
of software architects explicitly in either structured or semi-
structured knowledge bases. Subsequently, such knowledge
bases can be used to support software architects to take
architectural decisions in applying the application-generic
knowledge including architectural styles, design patterns,
and architectural standards to specific project instances [14].

Architectural decisions are made by considering various
influencing factors including project context, architecture-
significant requirements, past decisions, availability of time,
budget, and human resources [21]. Therefore, we agree with
R. Capilla et al. [11] and emphasize the need for linking AK
elements to different artifacts in the software engineering
lifecycle. These artifacts include project plans, minutes of
meeting, requirement specification documents, architecture
design documents, source-code commits, bug reports, and
change requests. Typically in large industrial projects, the
aforementioned artifacts are maintained by multiple stake-
holders in a variety of disparate information systems. Thus,
providing a consolidated view to software architects to make
informed decisions based on the current state of the project
becomes challenging. This challenge has also been discussed
in [10], wherein the authors highlight the need for AKM
tools to interoperate with tools from different phases of the
software engineering lifecycle and to establish traces between
the artifacts generated during the process.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose an
AKM framework that supports software architects during
the execution of projects in a collaborative environment. In
particular, we first focus on the generic use cases identi-
fied in [10] and [17] for AKM tools. We further consider
organization-specific use cases that were captured to sup-
port scenarios within an industrial project. The proposed



AKM framework captures the essential components such as
a meta-model based platform, a knowledge base, a rule en-
gine, and a data synchronization (SyncPipes) component.
In particular, the SyncPipes component addresses the chal-
lenge of selective model selection, alignment, and transfor-
mation of data spread across different tools into the AKM
platform. The rule engine component allows experts to
capture domain-specific rules that are used for generating
context-sensitive recommendations. These components rely
on a meta-model based approach that provides the flexibility
to adapt the domain models to meet different organization
and project context. The architecture of the framework and
the technical details to realize the components within the
framework form the main contributions of this paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2, presents the architecture of the AKM framework. In
Section 3, we demonstrate the results of the application of
our framework by considering usage scenarios in an indus-
trial setting. Section 4, presents an overview of the related
work. Finally, the paper concludes with a short summary
and an outlook on further research.

2. AKM FRAMEWORK
The AK can be classified into four broad categories, namely

context, design, general, and reasoning knowledge [26]. The
context knowledge captures the project-specific information
such as management information and architectural signifi-
cant requirements. The design knowledge comprises of the
architectural designs of the software systems. In our frame-
work, we do not distinguish between context and design
knowledge as we consider the design knowledge to be part
of the context knowledge which is dynamic and evolves as
the project progresses. We refer to the context and design
knowledge as dynamic knowledge and the general knowledge
as static knowledge (as changes are less frequent). The gen-
eral knowledge captures architectural methods, styles, pat-
terns, and organization-specific corporate information (e.g.,
processes and standards) that helps architects while design-
ing software systems. Finally, reasoning knowledge contains
information that guides software architects to apply static
knowledge in the project context. It also maintains design
decisions, rationales, and alternatives that were considered
during decision making in specific project instances, which
can be reused in similar projects.

The high-level layered architecture of the AKM frame-
work is shown in Figure 1. The components within the
framework capture the aforementioned AK categories and
present the information to software architects through dif-
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Figure 1: Architecture of the AKM framework

ferent client applications including a synchronization com-
ponent (SyncPipes), model designer, dashboard, rules man-
ager, and what-if simulator. The dynamic knowledge is
kept in-sync with the current state of the project through
the SyncPipes component. The meta-model and the ability
to create a domain model (static and dynamic knowledge
model) at runtime is handled by the platform component
which forms the core of the framework. A software architect
can configure the domain model through the model-designer
client application. The reasoning knowledge is managed by
the rule engine component which captures the reasoning
logic using model-based expressions that accesses the meta-
model for computations. The software architect manages
the rules using the rules-manager client application. The do-
main models, model-based expressions, and model instances
can be managed through REST APIs. Such an architecture
ensures “separation of concerns” between client applications
and the platform. The components of the framework are
elaborated in detail in the subsequent subsections. Each
subsection corresponds to an individual component and cap-
tures the technical details on how to realize each component.

2.1 Platform component
The two main use cases as discussed in [10], which needs

to be addressed by an AKM platform are: (a) one-size-fits-
all approach does not work: the domain model (e.g., AKM
model in this context) should be organization-, domain-,
and project-specific and (b) the domain models should be
reusable and configurable to the project’s context (team size,
development methodology, processes, etc.). To address these
use cases, we propose the use of a meta-model based con-
tent management system that supports the co-evolution of
the domain model and its data (cf. [23]). Such a meta-model
based system allows experts to adapt the domain model and
domain-specific rules at runtime to accommodate different
project needs. In particular, we use the hybrid-wiki meta-
model [20] for the creation of domain models within our
platform. Alternatively, practitioners can also refer to meta-
model based “backend as a service” platforms (e.g., Parse1)
that provide similar flexibility. The main concepts of the
meta-model are Type and Property (analogous to EClass
and EAttribute in Ecore meta-model) which allow users to
create domain models. The Type concept is used to create
a domain-specific concept (e.g., architectural decision) and
Property captures its features (e.g., description or link to de-
cision alternative). Furthermore, each Type can have mul-
tiple Entities (representing data) and each Property can be
mapped to multiple attribute values. For example, a user can
create an instance of an Entity “use model-view-controller
pattern” and can link it to “architectural decision” Type.

We have created the dynamic and static knowledge mod-
els by instantiating the above meta-model. The dynamic
knowledge model comprises of concepts from the domain of
project management, requirements management, architec-
ture management, implementation, and maintenance. As
motivated in Section 1, providing a consolidated view over
the current state of the different phases of the software en-
gineering lifecycle is crucial for decision making. For con-
structing our dynamic knowledge model and to support the
use cases discussed in Section 3, we analyzed the existing
ontologies [3] [13] [27], Open Services for Lifecycle Collabo-
ration standard [28], and data models of specific tools such as

1https://parse.com/
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Figure 2: Dynamic knowledge model to capture the AK

Business Canvas Model, MS Project, Enterprise Architect,
JIRA, and Bugzilla which are extensively used in practice. It
should be noted that since the dynamic knowledge model is
an instance of the meta-model, it can be configured through
the model designer and can be adapted to the project needs
at runtime. The technical details for implementing such a
meta-model based system are described in [9].

The core concept within the dynamic knowledge model
is Project with multiple attributes such as name, descrip-
tion, start date, and end date. As shown in Figure 2, a
Project is associated with its corresponding Business plan
which is further associated with concepts derived from the
Business Model Ontology [22]. The concept Key activity in
the business model ontology is referenced by the concept
Requirement. A project has multiple requirements which
are classified into Functional and Quality requirements. As
also modeled in [13] and [27], an architectural Decision de-
pends on the quality requirements and results in a specific
Architecture. A decision is made by considering multiple
Design alternatives. An Architecture rationale justifies the
decision made by an architect (cf. [1]). The architecture is
further elaborated with concepts such as architecture Ele-
ment composed of Attributes and Methods. All these con-
cepts are derived from the Enterprise Architect [4] modeling
tool’s schema. Furthermore, since an architect needs to have
a consolidated view over the current project plan and the
availability of resources, we have included the concepts from
the project management domain in our domain model. The
concepts and the relationship between the concepts such as
Person, Task, and Assignment are derived from the work in
[8] and the XML schema of the Microsoft Project manage-
ment tool. Also, since tools such as JIRA and Bugzilla are
commonly used during the development and maintenance
phase for managing tasks, we also investigated these tools
and incorporated concepts such as task Categories (Issue,
Bug, and Change request) and their corresponding work-
flows. To provide better readability, Figure 2 captures only
a subset of concepts and their relationships.

2.2 Knowledge base component
The knowledge base component manages the static knowl-

edge base model and its data. The static knowledge base
captures application-generic knowledge including styles, ref-

erence architectures, and corporate knowledge (e.g., tem-
plates for architectural methods and experts who can help
instantiate architectural methods). As shown in Figure 3,
the static knowledge model focuses on the Methods appli-
cable in the architecture lifecycle of a project. Examples
of architectural methods include design methods (attribute
driven design and 4+1 views) or analysis methods (scenario-
based analysis, architecture analysis method, and architec-
ture trade-off). The architectural method belongs to a Phase
in the architecture life cycle and can be composed of multiple
Method steps. A Method confirms to a specific architectural
Standard and requires human, budget, and time Resources.
Within an organization, software architects with expertise
(Experts) in specific methods can help other project partners
in applying these methods. Furthermore, specific Methods
could also use the Architectural elements such as architec-
ture styles and patterns in their method steps. Each Method
generates corresponding Artifacts which can be instantiated
using organization-specific Templates.
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Figure 3: Static knowledge model
The knowledge base component covers the following use

cases presented in [17]: (a) persist, modify, and delete AK
elements, (b) search AK elements using keywords and cat-
egories, (c) subscribe to AK elements and get notifications
when they are updated, and (d) manage versions of the AK.

The need for these use cases are also highlighted in [17].
The focus of the knowledge base component is to manage
(gather, structure, store, search, and version) the static ar-
chitectural knowledge and to make them available for the
rule engine that guides software architects based on the cur-
rent state of the project and its context.

2.3 Rule engine component
The rule engine component forms the core of the recom-

mender system. Using the current state of the project (dy-
namic AK) and the application-generic knowledge (static



AK), the rule engine evaluates the rules in the rules reposi-
tory and presents relevant recommendations to software ar-
chitects. These recommendations include suggestion of ap-
plicable architectural methods, domain experts who can be
consulted for the method execution, and highlighting miss-
ing project artifacts and traceability links. The rules within
the rule engine are event condition action (ECA) rules imple-
mented using the model-based expression language (MxL)
[24]. The MxL is a domain-specific language that allows
querying data in the knowledge base. A rule represented us-
ing MxL is an expression and executing a rule implies eval-
uating the corresponding expression. Since MxL is defined
over the meta-model, it can access all the Types - which rep-
resents concepts in the domain model. A simple expression
such as “find(Project).where(Status=‘ongoing’)”, returns all
the instances of Projects that are currently ongoing. For
implementing such rules, practitioners can also use alter-
native business rules management systems such as Drools
[7]. However unlike MxL, these rule engines are typically
model-based and not meta-model based systems. This al-
lows MxL to automatically update the rules as the domain
model evolves. For instance, if the concept non-functional
requirement is changed to quality requirement in the domain
model then the respective rules are updated accordingly.

An event in an ECA rule triggers the execution of the
corresponding rules. We categorize these events into three
broad classes as described below.

- Domain events are triggered due to data-level changes
within the artifacts of a project. Typically, these are the fre-
quently occurring events since they reflect the changes in the
state of a project. The domain events could represent, for
instance, uploading an architecture document of a project,
changing a task’s status in the project, or adding a decision
to use a specific reference architecture. Furthermore, since
data is captured as instances of Entity and Attribute types
in the meta-model (cf. Section 2.1), operations (create, up-
date, or delete) on these types would trigger a domain event.

- Model-change events are triggered when the domain model
is updated to capture the changing project context. For
instance, when a domain expert deletes the relationship be-
tween Decision and Architecture and adds a relationship be-
tween Decision and Architecture Element, the corresponding
rules need to be updated and re-evaluated. Since concepts
belonging to the domain model are represented as instances
of the Type and Property in the meta-model any operation
(update and delete) on them will trigger this event.

- User-triggered events are used when an architect actively
executes (triggers manually) the rules to identify the actions
that need to be performed. These events are generated
through the user interface, for instance when an architect
clicks an architectural method link.

If the condition in the ECA rule is satisfied, then the corre-
sponding action is performed. The conditions are expressed
using MxL expressions and can be either simple or nested
expressions. For instance, a simple expression could include
checking the status of a project and a nested expression
could represent multiple such queries joined by ‘and’ and ‘or’
operators. The actions are the recommendations provided
to software architects only if all the conditions are satisfied.
These actions are also represented as MxL expressions as
they also allow invocation of operations on the data.

To illustrate the application of a simple rule, let us con-
sider the following use case: the system should recommend

domain experts with a minimum of five years of experience
in architecture review and analysis. Furthermore, such a
recommendation should be context-aware, i.e., it is relevant
for software architects only when the following conditions
are satisfied c1) the status of the project is “ongoing”, c2)
the project is in the “design” phase, and c3) the task “pre-
pare architecture documentation” is “complete”. The corre-
sponding ECA rule can be captured as a MxL expression
along with the meta information such as name, description,
and parameters as shown in Listing 1. Parameters are a list
of input variables that can be used within an expression.

Listing 1: An exemplary MxL expression

Name : getDomainExperts
Desc r ip t i on : Recommend domain exper t s
Parameters : projectName : S t r ing
Return Type : Sequence<Str ing>
Method stub :
l e t pro jectVar = f i n d ( Pro j e c t ) . s i n g l e (name=

projectName ) in
l e t task = f i n d ( Task ) . s i n g l e (name=”prepare

a r c h i t e c t u r e documentation ” and p r o j e c t
= pro jectVar ) in

l e t c o n d i t i o n s = i f pro jectVar . s t a t u s = ”
ongoing ” and pro jectVar . Phase = ”Design
” and task . s t a t u s = ”c l o s e d ” then true
e l s e f a l s e in

l e t a c t i o n s = f i n d ( Expert ) . where ( Exper t i s e
= ”Arch i t e c tu r e review and a n a l y s i s ”
and Exper ience > 5) . s e l e c t (name) in

i f c o n d i t i o n s then a c t i o n s e l s e [ ]

The above rule is evaluated for every domain event related
to Project or Task. This rule can also be triggered by a
user-triggered event and by executing the getDomainEx-
perts(‘Amelie’) expression. This example shows how the sys-
tem uses the dynamic knowledge about the current state of
the project along with the static knowledge (with expertise
information) to recommend context-sensitive information to
software architects. It also indicates that the expressions
rely on the concepts from the domain model introduced in
Figure 2. The rules in the repository not only include such
recommendations, but also include actions such as generat-
ing reports or downloading templates based on the decisions
taken by the architects during the project. The rule en-
gine component specifically addresses the use case to offer
automated support in decision making for architects.

2.4 SyncPipes – synchronization component
The SyncPipes component addresses the general use case

of AK integration identified for AKM tools (cf. [17] and
[10]). Specifically, this component empowers architects in
enabling the synchronization of the data that is spread across
software engineering lifecycle tools within one centralized
AKM tool. SyncPipes acts like a “bot” with sensors and
actuators for our platform. The sensors monitor the cur-
rent state of the projects’ artifacts and actuators keep the
information within the knowledge base synchronized.

Figure 4 illustrates the conceptual model of the SyncPipes
component. The Source concept represents various source
tools that can be handled by SyncPipes (e.g., JIRA, MS
Project, Excel, Enterprise Architect) whereas the Target
concept corresponds to our platform. Both the source and
target concepts are specializations of the ToolModel. The
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ToolModel provides interfaces to connect with the tools us-
ing user credentials. It also implements methods such as
getTypes and getEntities to work with a unified data-model
representation. The data-model of the source and target
tools confirm to a meta-model represented using the JSON
schema [16] format. The SyncPipes component uses a Map-
per to capture the mapping of the concepts from the source
to the target tool’s data-model. For instance, a software
architect can map a concept “New Feature” in JIRA to “Re-
quirement” in our domain model. The mapper allows archi-
tects to consider only those concepts and attributes that are
relevant and necessary to establish traceability across the
artifacts. Once the mapping is specified by a software archi-
tect, the Handler concept uses the mapping information to
extract data from the source tool, transform the data, and
persist it in the target tool. Subsequently, the Handler also
starts the SyncJob that triggers the transformation process
based on specific events or at regular time intervals. The
above mentioned concepts support selective model selection,
alignment, transformation, and synchronization of data re-
siding in different tools into an AKM platform.

3. USAGE SCENARIOS AND EVALUATION
The proposed architecture of the AKM framework has

been validated in an industrial project named “Architec-
ture Management Enabler for Leading Industrial softwarE
(AMELIE)”. Currently, the prototypical implementation of
the AMELIE system is being tested in different business
domains to evaluate the different components presented in
our AKM framework. To illustrate the major usage scenar-
ios, we consider one of the projects within which the project
stakeholders manage their artifacts in different tools and for-
mats that are most suited for their purposes. The software
architecture team, however, is responsible for consolidating
all the information, taking architectural decisions, and driv-
ing managerial decisions. The considered project deals with
building a component for a data analytics system.

A software architect logs into the AMELIE system, and
creates a new project or selects an existing one. A web page
similar to the one in Figure 5 is shown to the architect. On
the left sidebar of the page, the architect can access dif-
ferent functionalities of the system including gap analysis,
SyncPipes component, architecture metrics, data editor and
personal settings. In the center of the web page, the gap
analysis feature is presented in a dashboard. It consists of
an upper triangular matrix where each row and column rep-
resents a phase in the software engineering lifecycle. The
diagonal cells in the matrix correspond to a specific phase
and indicate semantic gaps within the artifacts of the cor-
responding phases. Initially, for a new project the matrix is
empty and the user gets the recommendation to associate
artifacts for each of the phase. For instance, at the start of
the project, the architect is guided to upload requirement
specification documents to the project using the SyncPipes

component. Grey color indicates that the artifacts are not
yet available in AMELIE. The yellow cell indicates missing
concepts within the synchronized document, for instance,
if the requirements document does not address quality at-
tributes. On resolving inconsistencies within an artifact, the
corresponding cell changes to green color.

For the remaining non-diagonal cells, yellow color indi-
cates discrepancies between phases at the crossing point. For
e.g., a yellow cell within the Requirements row and Func-
tional Architecture column indicates inconsistencies between
concepts in these phases (e.g., an architecture element is not
linked to any requirement). As shown in Figure 5, this in-
formation is presented in the lower section of the screen.
These discrepancies are identified based on the rules in the
rule engine and the concepts in the AK model.

In our reference project the high-level requirements are
managed by project managers in an Excel file as a list of
features with feature IDs, descriptions, responsible person,
feature start date, and feature end date. The concrete tasks
performed by team members are maintained in the JIRA
system. The functional and technical architecture are de-
signed in the Enterprise Architect software and finally, the
source code is maintained in a Git version control system.

A software architect while synchronizing these artifacts,
maps the concepts from the source system to the domain
model of the Amelie system. The mapping hence relates ar-
tifacts. For instance, while importing tasks from JIRA, an
architect can map a field within JIRA such as “feature id” to
“requirements id” in the domain model using the SyncPipes
component. The SyncPipes component resolves the refer-
ences and establishes links between requirements and tasks.
Moreover, synchronization of artifact also triggers a domain
event that executes a rule to suggest context-dependent in-
formation. For e.g., a rule such as “if project.where(Status=
‘ongoing’ and requirementsDocument=true) then [‘Architec-
ture review’] else null” is executed to recommend architects
to perform requirements review. Based on such suggestions,
architects can also start a new activity within the system.
In this case, the decision to perform the activity is automat-
ically captured as an architectural decision and persisted in
the knowledge base. These rules can also be customized to
the project needs using the rules manager component.

Corresponding to each activity and based on the current
state of the project, a software architect gets recommenda-
tions (on the right-hand side of the dashboard) about ex-
perts within the company (cf. rule in Listing 1), training
material, software tools, and templates. These rules can
also be triggered by clicking on each of the cells in the dash-
board which invokes a user-triggered event to evaluate the
rules. The training material and templates for instance are
retrieved from the static knowledge base component pre-
sented in Section 2.2. Finally, a software architect can also
add information as instances of concepts (or entities) in the
domain model (Decision, Design alternative, Architecture,
etc.) using the data editor. Each entity is further repre-
sented using a wiki page which supports multiple off-the-
shelf features including versioning, sharing and discussion.

The viability of the proposed framework is validated through
the presented usage scenario. However, an extensive verifica-
tion of its utility needs to be performed in a broader scope.

4. RELATED WORK
There is a large body of knowledge that captures mod-



Figure 5: Architecture Management Enabler for Leading Industrial softwarE - Dashboard

els, approaches, and frameworks for managing AK. Models
for AKM focus on the core concept of design decisions and
its associated concepts. We have considered some of these
models [3], [11], [27], [13] in the previous sections to derive
our own AK domain model that supports the use cases of
the AMELIE system. In this section, we focus on some of
the AKM tools which have commonalities with our solution.

Farenhorst et al. [15] propose an AK sharing system
named “Environment for Architects to Gain and Leverage
Expertise”. This system emphasizes the use of a knowledge
base for maintaining best practices, architecture documents,
and yellow pages that provides user-specific content. The
system also includes blogs, wikis, and discussion boards for
enabling collaboration between architects. The user inter-
face of the system is personalizable and helps users to easily
access and manipulate the content. However, this AK shar-
ing tool does not provide any context-specific information
based on the current state of the projects.

Many of the AK platforms including PAKME [6], Ad-
Kwik [25], and ArchiMind [13] achieve collaboration and
knowledge sharing through wiki-based systems. PAKME
[6] considers concepts from project management and con-
tact management in its domain model, similar to the dy-
namic knowledge model in our platform. The focus of this
tool is only to persist, search, retrieve, and present AK to
end users and does not cover aspects of knowledge synchro-
nization and rule-based context-sensitive recommendations.
On the other hand, the ADkwik platform has a broader
scope and the components in this platform including depen-
dency management, decision workflow and import/export
have commonalities to our proposed solution. However, the
authors of [25] do not provide details on how to realize such
an architecture. Furthermore, since these platforms are not
meta-model based systems, the ability to adapt the domain
model and the rules at runtime is limited.

AKM tools such as Decision Architect (DA) [19] and AD-

vISE [18] enable software architects to explicitly document,
trace, and analyze architectural decisions. DA is a plug-in
for the Enterprise Architect system and concepts within the
DA can be mapped to the modeling elements in the Enter-
prise Architect. Since Enterprise Architect provides plug-ins
to capture artifacts from different phases of the software en-
gineering lifecycle, DA can trace the impact of architecture
decisions across artifacts. The major constraint for such
systems is that stakeholders need to use a standard set of
tools during projects’ lifecycle. Weinreich et al. [2] further
analyze these tools elaborately in their literature study.

Capilla et al. [10] also present a detailed comparison of
AKM tools. Through their research they have identified
interesting challenges that restrict the adoption of AKM
approaches in industry. Some of these challenges are ad-
dressed through our AKM framework, including interoper-
ability with tools from different phases of software engineer-
ing lifecycle to establish traces between artifacts and the
support for runtime decision making in ongoing projects.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
AKM systems play a vital role in supporting software ar-

chitects during the execution of large industrial software
projects. These systems need not only provide reference
material using knowledge repositories, but also observe the
current state of the project to provide context-sensitive in-
formation. This can only be achieved if the system can con-
solidate organization- and project-specific data from differ-
ent sources and then reason about the data.

In this paper, we have presented the architecture of a
meta-model based AKM framework to support software ar-
chitects for managing AK. The meta-model based approach
allows architects to configure the AK model to their project-
specific needs at runtime. Using this meta-model, other
components such as the rule engine and synchronization en-
gine provide different services to the client applications. The



rule engine allows experts to write domain-specific rules to
provide context-sensitive recommendations during the ex-
ecution of projects. The SyncPipes component allows an
architect to consolidate data from all the relevant sources.

The presented AKM framework is realized in the AMELIE
system that is currently being used and evaluated in different
industrial settings. We have demonstrated the application
of our AKM framework using an industrial project. Our
claim that meta-model based platforms provide the ability
to adapt domain models at runtime has only been proved
in domain such as enterprise architecture management, col-
laborative product development and content management
systems (cf. [23]), but not explicitly in the software architec-
ture domain. Therefore, as part of our future work, we plan
to extensively evaluate the components of the framework in
different project contexts and share the lessons learned from
applying a meta-model based AKM framework in practice.
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